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QUESTION 1

What purpose does a FormPart serve? 

A. FormParts allow a user to create sections within a form. 

B. FormParts allow a user to reference only part of a forms item\\'s properties. 

C. A FormPartis an object library allowing you to create an object once, then reuse it in many forms. As well, using a
FormPart allows for updating of common components by propagating the changes to all forms that reference that
FormPart. 

D. A FormPart is an object library allowing you to create an object once, then reuse it in the current form only. As well,
using a FormPart allows for updating of common components by propagating the changes to all pages that reference
that form part. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Jack wants to create a wizard-like form to help guide the user through the form indiscrete steps. Before submitting, the
user should see a traditional page. What is the recommended approach to display the wizard form pages as a traditional
form? 

A. Start by dragging the form wizard widget onto the design canvas. Specify the number of wizard pages. Create UI
elements on each of the wizard pages. Create a new page and copy items from the wizard page to the traditional
page(s). 

B. Start with a new form and create the traditional form page(s), drag the form wizard widget onto the canvas, specify
the number of wizard pages. Then select UI elements on the traditional page(s), right-click and select the desired wizard
page from the "Form Wizard" menu option which will copy them to that wizard page. 

C. Jack needs to create a traditional form first and then export the data model. The data model is then imported into a
wizard template form. 

D. Add all your UI elements to traditional page(s), select "Create Form Wizard" in the menu, and specify the number of
pages. Items on the traditional page(s) will be copied to wizard pages automatically. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Frank is using the table wizard to create a table. Using the wizard, it is possible to accomplish all of the following,
EXCEPT which item? 

A. Identify the specific table elements, and their associated column header labels. 

B. Create a scrolling table that only displays a certain number of records at a time. 

C. Create a table using a new or existing data model. 
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D. Add asort button to order the data within the table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between an xforms:model and an xforms:instance in an XFDL form? 

A. An xforms:model is required in an XFDL form; but an xforms:instanceisn\\'t. 

B. An xforms:instance is required in an XFDL form; but an xforms:model isn\\'t. 

C. An xforms:model contains the instance data, binds, and submission information for the form. 

D. An xforms:instance contains the instance data, binds, and submission information for the form. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A form developer has enclosed an XML schema containing some choices (described in XML schema as an
enumeration) for certain nodes in the XML document. Are these choices available to the form developer? 

A. No, they must be added manually. 

B. No, they are auto-generated at run time. 

C. Yes, but they must be generated using athird party tool, then enclosed as an instance into the form. 

D. Yes, the choices are created automatically and placed into a separate instance. 

Correct Answer: D 
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